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Abstract: Our project goal was to create a robot that can hover stationary over a given location, 
until a person with a badge wants to pass the location it, at which time it will move away from 
the location until the person passes. Once the person passes, the robot will move back to its 
original location. We used the Parrot AR Drone and built our code off of the existing codebase 
for the robot. We used the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm to compare an image 
of the badge to the image fed from the camera and determine if the badge has been presented to 
the robot. We used a logistic regression of our training data in our testing. We gave movement 
commands to the robot based on a state machine where the number of times the robot moved was 
stored and when no badge was present, the robot would reverse the movements it took. We also 
used a colored place marker on the ground to indicate the point where the robot would hover 
over, and used a color filter to allow the robot to make fine adjustments to return to the point by 
directing it to the center of the marker.   
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Robot: The Parrot AR Drone 

 
I.  Introduction  
 
The goal of the Parrot Sentry Drone (PSD) was to create an autonomous sentry, which would 
hover and keep watch around a fixed location until a moving object (a person) attempts to pass 
through said location. The moving person has a specific badge attached to it that allows the robot 
to recognize it as an object that it should let pass. For the badge, we choose to a Cornell 
University ID because of its distinct look and prevalence on campus. The person attempting to 
pass the PSD would hold their badge in front of the front camera of the robot, so that it could 
compare it with an image of the badge itself and determine that it needs to move to let the person 
pass.  
 
The badge detection function that we implemented takes in a pre-stored image of the badge and 
the last image imported from the front camera of the drone and returns a value corresponding to 
whether or not the badge was detected in the camera image. The badge detection algorithm used 
the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm to extract key points from a base image of 
the badge and the image from the front camera of the drone. The keypoints were compared using 
a nearest neighbor algorithm and any matching points were linked together. Using training 
images with positives having the badge in the image and negatives not having the image, we 
created a logistic regression with the input being the number of matching pairs and the output 
being whether or not the badge was in the image. We used this regression to determine whether 
or not the robot should move. 
 



When the robot detected a badge, it had to move from its sentry point to allow the person to pass. 
The robot was coded to move to the right when it was in the avoidance state. When the robot no 
longer saw a badge, it needed to move back so it would reverse every movement to the right by 
moving to the left an equal number of times. In order to minimize the distance that robot moved 
from its starting point, the robot also rotated to the left when in avoidance mode. This reduced 
the chances of it losing its starting point and kept it facing the person so that they could continue 
presenting the badge for as long as they needed to pass the robot. The rotations to the left were 
also reversed with rotations to the right. 
  
We used the image feed from the bottom camera in a separate function that isolated the sentry 
point marker on the ground using its color and found its center. The robot was given small 
movement commands so that it would attempt to line up the center of its bottom camera with the 
center of the marker on the ground. 
 
There was no prior work done on this project before this course. Our offline results were fairly 
reliable in detecting a badge presented to a camera. However, when we started online testing, we 
had a few sources of inaccuracy that led to errors in some of our results. Despite this, our PSD 
performs its intended task of moving out of the way when presented with a given badge. 
 
 
II. Robot 
 
We used the Parrot AR Drone with a front and bottom camera for this project. We also used an 
Xbox 360 controller attached to the computer running the codebase to alert the robot to take off 
and switch to the algorithm we implement in planner.cpp. Before running the AR Drone solely 
using the algorithm, we used the controller to manually guide it to the sentry point and steady it 
over it.   
 
 
III. Approach 
 
The badge detection was one of the main parts of making a reliable sentry. We decided to use the 
Cornell ID cards as our badge, as most people on campus will have their badge with them, and 
this method would be easily adaptable to any other school or organization that requires a badge. 
Our main environment that we tested was a hallway, as sentries are generally located in enclosed 
environments.  
 
We tried four main approaches to determine how to properly track our features. We originally 
used a color-based detection, but this did not translate well when moving to a more sophisticated 
badge. We then moved onto an optical flow algorithm, which was very good at tracking an ID 
moving between frames, but was not well-suited to determining if an ID was actually in-frame 
based on a pre-loaded image of an ID. The next method ended up being our final method, with 
was using SURF to detect features in the images, and perform nearest neighbor on the feature 
vectors. The third approach was to use an edge-detection filter (cvCanny) on both images, and 
then apply SURF and nearest neighbors on the results. This ended up being much worse than 
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The correct identifications are the ideal scenario; however for our application, it is better for our 
sentry to not move from its location and when a person presents a badge than to have the sentry 
retreat when no badge or an incorrect badge is presented. 
 
B. Accuracies 
As described above, while badge detection algorithm did correlate reasonably well with presence 
of the badge, there were cases where inaccuracies occurred. We had some cases were the badge 
was present in the image, but did not correlate enough features to be recognized. We also had a 
couple cases where the badge was not present in the image, but there were enough incorrect 
features matching so that the algorithm returned that the badge was present. 
 
Other than effectiveness of our algorithm, one source of inaccuracy was the limited resolution of 
the camera that prevented features from being detected when the badge was too far from the 
camera. This meant that we had to hold the badge right in front of the camera for it to be 
detected. We also noticed that an important requirement for the algorithm to work was that our 
base image had to be taken in similar lighting to where the sentry would be operating. This limits 
some of the extensibility. We believe a significant contributor to his effect is the Cornell ID 
having a holographic image that looks different depending on the light conditions. This 
holographic nature of the badge also causes it to change appearance depending on the angle at 
which it was held.  
 
C. Robot Experiments 
We conducted experiments to test the effectiveness of our algorithms by setting up the parrot 
over the sentry point marker in a hallway and walking towards it with a badge to see if it would 
move out of the way. We got mixed results with the online tests of the AR Drone, largely due to 
its drifting nature. Our motion state machine was largely dependent on position and because of 
the constant motion, it was difficult to predict or keep track of where the robot’s location. The 
algorithm using the bottom camera to keep the robot in position was beneficial when the robot 
was hovering over the fixed point but it could not help when the robot was avoiding the 
oncoming person. Even when the robot was near the marker, the viewing angle of the bottom 
camera was so narrow that the robot would have to be really close to the marker to begin with for 
the process to work. This could have been remedied using a larger marker than the paper size 
marker we used in our experiments. Despite the difficulties, we were still able to detect badges 
and move the AR Drone out of the path of an oncoming person presenting it to the robot. 
Pictures of our robot experiments are shown below. 
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